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To calm and center ourselves:

a moment of silence…
…and 4 deep breaths.



Note:

To make learning and integration easier…

I’ll make ALL PowerPoint slides 
from this class available as PDFs.

PDFs of the slides for classes #1 – 3 are already posted 
on my web site, www.dankeusal.com, on the page for 

this class (go to “Workshops”), scroll down to the 
bottom, and click on “1,” ‘2,” or “3”). I’ll post the slides 

for today’s class in the next few days. 



Also…I invite you to 
sign up to receive my quarterly

email newsletter.

Use the form on any page of my web site, 
www.DanKeusal.com

For past issues, go to the “Writings” page of my web 
site, and click on “e-newsletters.” One example: 

“You Can’t Surprise A Machine”
(Autumn 2023)



Outline for this 4-week class: 

1) Week 1: The wonder of the night sky (and: the 
astronomy of astrology)

2) Week 2: Astrology 101
3) Week 3: Astrology and JUNG
4) TODAY: In practice: reading of an actual chart.



Why does a person have this chart?



Why does a person have this chart?

A baby is born. When they are only 30 seconds 
old, you look into their eyes and it’s clear: there’s 
somebody “home” already.

Where did that “somebody” come from?...



Why does a person have this chart?

Evolutionary astrology addresses this question 
through an analysis of something called the South 
Node of the Moon, which symbolizes what a 
person came into this life to heal from (“what 
was in your eyes when you were 30 seconds old?”). 
The North Node of the Moon is the “antidote” 
to the wounds of the South Node; the North 
Node symbolizes what we are meant to grow 
toward.



The “momentum” of past life dynamics:

As I construct a South Node story for clients, they often 
comment: “Is this my past life? Because it sounds a lot like 
the early years of this life!”

 “The captain calls for the ‘All Stop’…” (recent collision of 
ship with bridge in Baltimore, or the “Ever Given” stuck 
in the Suez canal 3/23/21…)

 “At your 50th birthday party: ‘The last damn cigarette I’ll 
ever smoke!’”



One of the best ways to “learn” or “understand” 
astrology is to experience it: get a birth chart reading!

To schedule a reading, Send an email to:
dankeusal@dankeusal.com with your:

 First and last name
 DATE of birth (day/month/year)
 PLACE of birth (city, county, state, country)
 TIME of birth (down to the minute!)

 Birth time MUST be exact!
 Best source for this: a birth certificate. “My 

mother remembers it as…” is NOT reliable 



Closing…



“Our psyche is set up in accord with 
the structure of the universe, and what 
happens in the macrocosm likewise 
happens in the infinitesimal and most 
subjective reaches of the psyche.” 

(C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, p. 335.)





“All are syllables of the great word
that is very slowly spoken

by the shining of the stars.”

~Ursula Le Guin
(from A Wizard of Earthsea, p. 164)



painting by C.G Jung, 
The Red Book, p. 44



“Healing Heart”
Music & Lyrics 
by Dan Keusal
From the CD 

“All Along” (2001)

Available from:

 Dan Keusal
 iTunes, Amazon, 

Spotify, et. al…



On a journey beneath the guide
Of an ever-changing sky
I have paused to wonder

Inside? Outside?



For the grist grinds the millstone as well
The changer and the changed

And the writer is born from the word
Singer when the song is heard

I hear
My song
So near



Can there be a healing heart
In this heart of mine?

Brought together here with you
Gathering all the wounded parts

Giving each their time
Treasures here I never knew



You are more than a mirror to me
In the alchemy of soul

Past the boundaries of either/or
I can open spirit's door

And find there
Right now
Right here



Can there be a healing heart
In this heart of mine?

Brought together here with you
Gathering all the wounded parts

Giving each their time
Treasures here I never knew



For all that is gold does not glitter
Not all who wander are lost

The old that is strong does not wither
Deep roots are not reached by the frost*

*lyrics on this slide (the “bridge” of the song)
are from J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings



Can there be a healing heart
In this heart of mine?

Brought together here with you
Gathering all the healing parts

Giving each their time
Treasures here I never knew





xxxx


